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VOLUNTARY ANNOUNCEMENT

JMT601 (CPO107) GRANTED FAST TRACK DESIGNATION 
BY U.S. FDA FOR TREATMENT OF ADULT PATIENTS WITH 

RELAPSED OR REFRACTORY DIFFUSE LARGE B-CELL LYMPHOMA

The board of directors (the “Board”) of CSPC Pharmaceutical Group Limited (the “Company”, together with 
its subsidiaries, the “Group”) is pleased to announce that JMT601 (CPO107), a first-in-class drug candidate 
developed by the Group, has been granted Fast Track Designation by the U.S. Food and Drug Administration 
(“FDA”) for the treatment of adult patients with relapsed or refractory diffuse large B-cell lymphoma.

JMT601 (CPO107) is the world’s first bispecific SIRPα fusion protein with synergised target binding effect 
which has entered clinical stage of development. It effectively binds to CD20 on the lymphoma cell surface to 
induce the antibody-dependent cell-mediated cytotoxicity (ADCC) and complement-dependent cytotoxicity 
(CDC). CD20-binding further leads to synergised binding to CD47 expressed on lymphoma cells, thus 
abolishing the “don’t eat me” signal mediated by CD47 and inducing potent antibody-dependent cellular 
phagocytosis activity (ADCP) by the macrophages. Its enhanced efficacy as compared with conventional 
CD20-targeting antibodies was demonstrated in various human B-cell lymphoma models. The nonclinical 
toxicology studies indicated that JMT601 (CPO107) has no obvious binding with CD20-negative cells, and 
no significant suppression of strong CD47-positive cells including erythrocytes and thrombocytes was found 
at a dose of 100 mpk, demonstrating the satisfactory safety profile and supporting the evaluation of JMT601 
(CPO107) in clinical studies. 

The granting of Fast Track Designation by the FDA recognizes that JMT601 (CPO107) has demonstrated 
the potential to treat a serious or life-threatening disease and will facilitate the development and expedite the 
review of JMT601 (CPO107). 
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Currently a multicenter, first-in-human, dose escalation and dose expansion Phase 1/2 clinical trial is 
underway in the U.S. to evaluate the safety, pharmacokinetics and preliminary efficacy of JMT601 (CPO107) 
in the treatment of patients with advanced Non-Hodgkin’s lymphoma (NHL), including diffuse large B-cell 
lymphoma as a subpopulation. 

Non-Hodgkin’s lymphoma (NHL) is a heterogeneous group of lymphoproliferative disorders originating from 
B lymphocytes, T lymphocytes or NK cells. B-cell lymphomas, which express CD20, make up most (about 
85%) of NHLs in the U.S.. While most patients with indolent NHL can live 20 years after diagnosis, those 
with aggressive lymphomas can have worse prognosis with overall five-year survival rate of around 60%. 

The Group is also conducting a clinical trial of JMT601 in China. Clinical data from these studies will guide 
the global clinical development of JMT601 (CPO107).
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